EDUCATION GUIDE
2023-2024

1600 Attawandaron Road, London, ON
https://archaeologymuseum.ca
Education at the Museum of Ontario Archaeology puts history in the hands of your students. MOA education programs complement the Ontario Curriculum, are hands-on, and are designed by an Ontario Certified Teacher.

**ON-SITE**

- **Description**: Bring your class to the MOA to participate in a half-day (2 hours) or full-day (4 hours) program that encourages students to engage and connect with Ontario’s past.

- **Location**: Museum of Ontario Archaeology
  1600 Attawandaron Rd, London, ON

- **Availability**: September-June
  Monday-Friday
  9:00am-2:00pm

- **Pricing**
  - Half-Day: $9.00/student
  - Full-Day: $14.00/student
  - Full-Day (no HST): $150/class

**VIRTUAL**

- **Description**: Bring the MOA into your classroom with a fully remote, live virtual presentation. Students will participate in a one-hour program that incorporates interactive activities.

- **Location**: Online

- **Availability**: September-June
  Monday-Friday
  9:00am-4:00pm ET

- **Pricing**: $14.00/student
The MOA offers a variety of on-site educational programming for elementary, high school, and post-secondary institutions as well as home school groups.

**LIFE SYSTEMS & LIVING THINGS**

- **GR 1**
  - Science & Tech: Strand B, C, D
  - Social Studies: Strand A, B
- **GR 2**
  - Science & Tech: Strand B
  - Social Studies: A, B

Learners will explore the shared needs of plants, animals and humans from the past to the present.

**SOILS, ROCKS AND ARCHAEOLOGY**

- **GR 3**
  - Science & Tech: Strand E
  - Social Studies: Strand A
- **GR 4**
  - Science & Tech: Strand B, E
  - Social Studies: Strand A

Examine soils and rocks and how archaeologists interact with them to study the heritage of Ontario’s First Peoples.

**ARCHAEOLOGY OF A LONGHOUSE**

- **GR 5**
  - Science & Tech: Strand D
  - Social Studies: Strand A
  - Mathematics: Strand E
- **GR 6**
  - Science & Tech: Strand B
  - Social Studies: Strand A
  - Mathematics: Strand E

Students will examine the evidence that is left behind from a longhouse and appreciate the lives of the Haudenosaunee people.

**INTERPRETATING HISTORY**

- **GR 7**
  - History: Strand A
  - Language: Strand A & C
- **GR 8**
  - History: Strand A
  - Language: Strand A & C

Explore the historical inquiry process and how we use it to understand the human past. Discover how it influences ours perspectives and biases.

**ANTHROPOLOGY CAREERS**

- **GR 11**
  - Introduction to Anthropology, Psychology and Sociology: Strand A & B

Students will be introduced to anthropology careers, with a focus on Archaeology and how it helps us understand the human past.

**SCIENCE OF ARCHAEOLOGY**

- **GR 5-8**
  - Science & Tech
  - Social Studies
  - Mathematics

Stones, animal bones and pottery, oh my! Investigate the practices of Archaeology and how this field helps us learn about Ontario’s First Peoples.
The MOA offers remote learning for students across Canada. Our virtual education programs complement the Ontario curriculum and are tailored to different grade levels. Virtual programs can be customized to suit your classroom needs with pre-activities and post-activities provided. Each remote session is 60 minutes.

**LIVING THINGS THROUGHOUT HISTORY**

**GR 1**  
Science & Tech: Strand B, C, D  
Social Studies: Strand A, B

**GR 2**  
Science & Tech: Strand B  
Social Studies: A, B

Travel back in time to learn what life would be like 13,000 years ago in Ontario. Explore how Indigenous peoples survived with comparisons being drawn to our needs today.

**ARCHAEOLOGY OF A LONGHOUSE**

**GR 5**  
Science & Tech: Strand D  
Social Studies: Strand A  
Mathematics: Strand E

**GR 6**  
Science & Tech: Strand B  
Social Studies: Strand A  
Mathematics: Strand E

Explore the evidence that is left behind from those who lived in longhouse structures 500 years ago.

**GET THE DIRT ON SOILS AND ROCKS**

**GR 3**  
Science & Tech: Strand E  
Social Studies: Strand A

**GR 4**  
Science & Tech: Strand B, E  
Social Studies: Strand A

Investigate soil layers and learn what they tell us about the human past. Discover different artifacts made from rocks, animal bones, clay and shell and guess their purpose.

**THE MYSTERY OF HISTORY**

**GR 7**  
History: Strand A

**GR 8**  
History: Strand A

Investigate the human past through analyzing artifacts and how we interpret them to help us understand how Ontario’s First People lived.

**INTERRODUCTION TO ARCHAEOLOGY**

**GR 11**

Explore the fascinating world of Archaeology and how this study helps us understand the human past through excavation of sites and the analysis of artifacts.

**EXPLORE THE MOA**

**ALL GRADES**

Interested in learning about Ontario First peoples? Book a gallery tour to explore the past 13,000 years in Ontario.
Education at the Museum of Ontario Archaeology puts history directly into the hands of your students. An on-site or remote visit to the museum brings the past to life through our unique and experiential programs.

**COST & PAYMENTS**

**On-site program cost**
- Full-day program $14.00 per student
- Half-day program $9.00 per student
  (Note: Education Programs do not charge HST)

**Virtual program cost**
- $150.00 per class
  (Note: Remote Education Programs do not charge HST)
- All teachers and chaperones are free. It is recommended one chaperone for every 8 students.
- Groups will be emailed an invoice on the day of their trip or remote session with payment instructions.

**BOOK A DATE**

Request an **on-site program** by clicking the link below:
https://podio.com/webforms/27399057/2116888

Request a **virtual program** by clicking the link below:
https://podio.com/webforms/29158982/2377027

**CONTACT INFORMATION**

519.473.1360
info@archaeologymuseum.ca

**SOCIALS**

facebook: museumofontarioarchaeology
instagram: emuseontarch

**INTERESTED IN LEARNING MORE ABOUT THE MOA**

Visit our website at https://archaeologymuseum.ca for information on our visitor hours, upcoming events, outreach programming, and much more.